Oxford Pathways
Year 12 Study Day Programme

BIOCHEMISTRY GROUP
LOCATION: St Edmund Hall

Tuesday 14th March

10:00 – 10:30  Arrival, registration and refreshments
               St Edmund Hall, Jarvis Doctorow Hall

10:30 – 11:00  Welcome and Introductory Talk
               Dr Robert Wilkins, Senior Tutor, St Edmund Hall
               St Edmund Hall, Jarvis Doctorow Hall

11:00-11.15   Walk to academic sessions and Ice Breakers
               With Oxford students
               Lincoln, Lower Lecture Room

11:15 – 12:30  Academic Session 1:
               Unravelling peptide sequences
               Projector
               Lincoln, Lower Lecture Room

12:30 – 14:00  Tour of Lincoln and lunch
               With Oxford students

14:00 – 15:15  Academic Session 2:
               Sugars more just sweet stuff
               Dr Dominic Alonzi
               Lincoln, Lower Lecture Room

15:30-16:00   Talk on the Oxford Admissions Process
               Dr Mark Wormald, Senior Tutor, Corpus Christi
               St Edmund Hall, Jarvis Doctorow Hall

16:00          Finish